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1 Preface
The San Jose Convention center hosted Tim Cook’s 2019 keynote for the Apple developer community.
The keynote also disclosed the newest version of iOS, the operating system that drives iPhone and
iPod. The new release emphasizes the importance of iOS on the entire Apple eco-system. But more
important, the focus on iPad with the release of iPadOS.
iOS 13, dubbed “the dark mode”, comes with “better everything” and it’s still a half year ahead of the
true new enterprise features, traditionally launched in the spring of the next year.
However, in this version of this paper we focus on the newly presented features and what impact these
might have on our professional life; in the end, we do use the same device in our private and
professional life.
This document puts the focus on iOS & iPadOS 13 based on the public information from Apple web
site and publicly available third-party sources.
In this document “iOS & iPadOS 13 Enterprise Impact” you will discover small enhancements and
major new features that will probably impact also your daily, professional, life!
Enjoy the reading!
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2 Before you start
Concerning iOS Beta and public Beta programs, you should be aware that:
Your employees can take part in this program, unless you tell them not too.
There’s no security risk – the MDM protocol is NOT changing. However, your management system will
not recognize the exact mobile OS version and could take unexpected measures such as
quarantining the mobile device.
Certain apps might not be working correctly or fail to work on BETA iOS versions.
Our recommendation is to advise your employees to install the BETA only on private or test devices
that are NOT managed by your MDM or MDM system.
Remember a roll-back to a previous iOS version is not supported.

In this paper we will only focus on those new features that deliver a true enterprise value or facilitate
data security/privacy. This document does not summarize all new iOS 13 features; please refer to
www.apple.com for more details on the complete listing.
Written by Björn Kemps and Ulrik Van Schepdael (mobco) based on the WWDC Keynote speech,
publicly available information and common sense.
Check https://developer.apple.com/enterprise/ for the latest updates.
No information available through this program is part of this whitepaper.
If you have a developer account, check the enterprise resources for detailed protocol and
profile reference details.
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3 Hardware Support
When Apple states it will support your hardware for 5 years, it means business.
Note the potential risks in management (and support) of the mobile fleet
when employees would sign up for the new public beta!
Our recommendation is to alert your employees not to install the Beta
software. Given potential enterprise app issues, it is also recommended to
hold of the upgrade of the final iOS 13 release until full testing is done.
Your MDM platform does provide zero-day support, however, beta versions are pre-zero day
and the platform will not recognize these. The MDM can take, based on your settings,
measures like quarantining and wiping devices.
Please contact our support to learn how to inform your employees and how set-up alerting
mechanisms to detect ‘beta employees’.
Apple has the best track record in the industry to support legacy hardware. With the new
iOS 13 release we see the iPhone SE at the bottom of the line-up.

iOS 12 kept up the high adoption rate with 85% installed based on Apple devices.
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4 iOS 13
iOS 13 is following iOS 12, no surprise.
It doesn’t provide a revolution in features, it’s more an evolution of something great that’s made even
better.
The performance is dramatically improved making the Face ID unlock 30% faster, app downloads
from the Appstore are 50% smaller and apps launch twice as fast on the newly announced iOS
platform.

The biggest “visual” announcement is most probably the “dark mode” that was first seen on the Mac
OS. For some OS this is just yet another knob or dial the user can tweak, in iOS this a big thing as it
impacts fundamentally how the user interacts with the device.
It requires a complete redo of color schemes and graphics to ensure a brilliant user interface.
4.1

Apple Maps goes pro

Apple continuous its efforts to photograph, measure and map the real world. It results in a fantastic
map app including rich data.
Buildings and constructions are now included on the US maps before 2019 ends, the rest of the world
will follow eventually.
Most stunning is the way you can view the streets in a sort of VR mode – blowing away the
competitors’ “streetview” approach.
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4.2

Safari

Safari on iOS gets an improved performance and settings per website to improve reading and overall
experience.
4.3

Email, Calendar and Contacts

We will probably get more enterprise features for email in future releases, for now we’re happy to see
rich formatting support for email.
You can use the native email app to create rich text messages that look just great.
In Calendar you can attach documents to meeting requests, a long awaited enterprise feature!
With the new iOS 13 you will also gain better control over the way your Contacts are handled on the
iPhone. What app can access what contact, add or remove.
If there will be a granular approach as to what data per contact is made available is yet to see.
4.4

VPN Extensions

For years this has been one of our favorite topics when new iOS versions were released.
In the early days we were thrilled to learn a device wide VPN support would become available, that
excitement for the automatic triggers of the VPN.
A true step forward in user experience AND security, as it required certificate based authentication
instead of a password.
True evolution came with per-app-VPN support that countered the disadvantages of the device wide
approach.
Today that extension comes in two flavors; one base on the LAN-extension principle and the other on
the Proxy principle that avoids the distribution of internal IP addresses to mobile devices.
We’ll be updating this section when more news becomes available to help you understand what better
controls will be made available.
4.5

System integrity and Secure Boot

More and better controls to ensure the overall system integrity to avoid spyware and compromised
devices that cripple your enterprise security.
Even today, with iOS 12, the jailbroken devices have become a rarity. Expected to see even less with
iOS 13.
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4.6

Sandboxed extensions

The upside of extensions is that these provide easy interfaces towards other apps. However, an
extension should keep following the sharing principle as defined in the MDM protocol guide.
Can I share data from a managed app to unmanaged?
Can I share data from an unmanaged to managed app?
The same should be true for extensions and to a large extent it is.
On the other hand it does limit the overall functionality.
Imagine you take a picture and want to email it using your corporate email account?
No luck when unmanaged to managed is switched off.
With the Sandboxed extensions we hope to see this working.
Typically system apps cannot be ‘managed’ by an MDM system, but these should be usable in a
professional context.
4.7

Single Sign-on extension

Now already available through a Kerberos single sign-on configuration in iOS 12, we see there is a clear
need to take this to the next level.
Password services such as Lastpass gained access to auto-fill password fields, but let’s face it,
passwords are old school and should be avoided at all cost.
Therefore it’s crucial to support new authentication methods with a better user experience at the same
time: single sign-on!
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4.8

Privacy on iOS

Apple is serious about your data privacy and is reducing access to device
data for ‘creative’ developers.
Clear communication on the device when location is requested,
background tracking alerts, “allow once”, all to better protect your privacy!
One of the key announcements and novelties was the “sign in with Apple” service.
Not just another service with the same value proposition (as in “we want to control your identity
forever”) but with a clear focus on privacy.
Clearly you need to trust Apple, but the service where you sign in will be shielded from your private
data (unless you provide it to them directly).

To strengthen that privacy aspect even more, Apple announced their approach to communicate with
your next cloud provider.
They act as ‘middle’ man giving a randomized ID as email address to the provider and forwarding
that email to your ‘normal’ account.
They change that ID per provider, making it just perfect if you would like to ‘stop’ with a provider that
just doesn’t want to let go.
Is this an enterprise feature?
No, it shouldn’t be, but it is, indirectly.
People are fed up with passwords and shouldn’t reuse these on multiple sites. Ever wondered who
is reusing its corporate password on public cloud services?
The newly announced Data Separation for BYOD was briefly disclosed and will get our full attention
once more details are available!
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4.9

iCloud private or business

For years Apple stated your Apple ID is yours, privately yours.
But at the same time we do see an increased offering in enterprise features that might require an
iCloud adoption, in enterprise.
On iOS 13 we expect to see the possibility to install managed Apple ID’s for business and private
apple ID’s at the same time.
Referring to the Data Separation for BYOD, there might be a “link”.
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5 iPadOS

Years ago we expected to see the merge of iOS and macOS, we can question if we were visionary,
too soon or just too simple in our thinking. Today, one things is for sure, iOS moved to iPad and is
now an OS on its own AND macOS is running future iOS apps.
It’s clear that the new iPad Pro is a workhorse in terms of performance, connectivity and usability – it
just needs some tweaking and tuning to make it perfect for business, and with iOS 13 that might just
have happened!
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5.1

Split View

You can now open apps in on both sides of Split View. While writing we understand how trivial this
sounds, but it isn’t.
How many times have you been composing an email that required info from … another email.
The same is true for document editing like Word or any other professional app that’s running on your
iPad.

In the overview of all open apps or Spaces, you will be able to see those Split Views and select
them as easy as tapping another app.
When switching part of the Split View the same method is used as when switching between apps.
Natural, easy and performant.
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5.2

The new Files

One of the feature we’ve been missing for year is the support for thumb drives or USB sticks. Even
better, support to connect to any form of external storage is appreciated.
In iOS 13 it’s all there!
Connect an external photo camera, a USB storage device or connect to your corporate SMB server!
With the new version of Files, users can share iCloud folders, a potential enterprise feature when
using managed Apple ID’s.
For macOS users familiar with the Columns view in Finder, right here available in Files.
From our perspective the difference between Files and Finder is minor from a user perspective, but
the technology under the hood fundamentally different.
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5.3

Safari

Clearly iPad is becoming your favorite
device for work, and that requires
also a grown up browser that can
handle cloud services such as
Google docs and others.
It should support the same
technology as your desktop browser,
iOS 13 Safari does just that.
In the same, and combined with the
brilliant new Files app, we get
‘downloads’!
I hear you think “so what?” but have
you ever tried editing a Word
document that was just not
accessible right from the Word app
because you needed to download
from the site…
Combine Safari and Files, add some Split View and you have an iPadOS that’s really Pro!
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6 macOS

With Sidecar you use your iPad to extend the display of your macOS
device, but there’s more. It also supports the use of your Pencil, making
it an active and accurate input device that complements your mac
computer.
Usability and performance combined, a moto that resonates in all new
features announced for the new macOS Catalina.
Find My enhances the traditional ‘find devices’ and adopts a new
technique that we know from gadgets such as the Tile. When mac’s are
not being used, these still send out a sort of Bluetooth beacon that can
be picked up by other Apple devices nearby.
The new features enables you to find back your mac even when it’s
detected by other nearby iPhones.
This combined with the known Activation Lock (known from iOS) this will
certainly lower the mac thefts dramatically!
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7 Apple Watch OS 6
With the new release of the Watch OS we see one dominant new feature that will drive an entire new
adoption of the smartwatch hardware: standalone apps!
The newly developed Appstore is available right from the Apple Watch, eliminating the need to install
companion apps on the iPhone first.
7.1

Health and Fitness

Although the outdoor fitness enthusiasts among our readers will appreciate real time rain forecast
right on the watch face, our enterprise interest goes more into the possibilities the longer sensor
access can mean for business.
Building apps for business that have a better and more precise access could open new possibilities
that will enable better safety apps, security apps and more.
7.2

Audio level measurement

A feature that will alert the user of the Watch when audio
levels are too high and might cause permanent hearing
damage is not only interesting when visiting a concert
(where we even question the need to be alerted about that
possibility).
An interesting feature in factories or construction sites.

7.3

Account login on Watch

With the newly announced “sign In with Apple”, it’s clear Apple is competing with the well established
Facebook and Google authentication services.
A definite plus for Apple is the vast integration of the newly announced feature in its entire portfolio,
including the Watch.
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